Individual & Family

Critical Illness Plus

Puts money in your pocket if you wind up at the hospital.
So don’t hesitate to bike the back roads. Hit the slopes. Conquer that mountain.
Live life on your terms. We’ve got your back if you get sick or have an accident.

Individual & Family

Critical
Illness
Plus
Critical Illness and Emergency Treatment Insurance
Whether you lead an adventurous life or heart trouble runs in the family, you
don’t want to constantly fret about what’s around the next bend. Or worry
what it could mean for your bank account. Critical Illness Plus offers a little
financial cushion for the emergencies of life.

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY IT?
HOW IT WORKS
Critical Illness Plus doesn’t replace your medical
plan. It gives it a boost! This is a limited benefits
policy. Be sure to check out the policy for
details on the specific illnesses and accidents
that are covered.

For the price of a takeout pizza or two a month,
you can rest easier and play harder knowing
you’re financially prepared for whatever life throws
your way.

Flexible coverage
Buy a plan for yourself, your spouse
or the whole family.

Easy to buy
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You only have to answer a few simple
medical questions to apply for coverage.

Uh-oh!
Your life is derailed by an illness or accident
that sends you to the hospital. Give us a call
and let us know what happened.

A caring shoulder
A friendly LifeMap specialist will answer
questions, offer guidance and help you
submit your claim.

Bucks you can bank on
You’ll get a one-time payment based on the
type of injury or illness you have. Use the
money to meet your health plan deductible,
cover bills while you’re away from work,
whatever you need.

Covers illnesses that lead
to hospitalization
The plan pays a one-time benefit if you’re
diagnosed with certain serious illnesses,
such as cancer or ALS, or if you suffer a
stroke or heart attack.

Covers accidents, big and small
The plan offers a lump-sum payment for covered
accidents and also includes an accidental
death benefit.

Want to learn more about Critical
Illness Plus? Talk to your insurance
producer or LifeMap Assurance
Company® today!

LifeMapCo.com
New policies: 1 (800) 320-2915
Service and support: 1 (800) 756-4105

This is a brief summary of the Policy available from LifeMap Assurance Company. For full coverage provisions,
including a complete list of Benefits, Limitations and Exclusions, please refer to your policy.
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